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Abstract nitrate or iodine solution (Hypagye 50) were used to 
filter the Bremestrahlung radiation obtained at 52.5 

Filtered Bremsstrahlung spectra with energies KVP. The filtered radiation then passed through var- 
just above and below the iodine K-edge were used to ious thicknesses of iodine, water and bone and was 
measure iodine as a contrast agent In radiologic studies. detected by a Ge(Li) semiconductor detector. The sig- 
The properties of the spectra were first analyzed 
using a Ge(LI) detector, Based on this data, a tech- 
nique for measuring Iodine in the presence of both 
bone and water by only two measurements was studied. 
The results were confirmed in experiments using radio- 
graphic film as the detector. In addition, using 
suitable filters, separation of bone and water was 
achieved with film as the recorder. Noise and future 
applications of the film-screen system are considered. 

were analyzed using a multi- nals from the detector 
channel analyzer. 

Introduction 

We have previously studied the spectral properties 
of a Bremsstrahlung radiation filtered by the K-edge 
of an element. l The analysis indicates that this fil- 
tered spectrum can be successfully used as a substitute 
for a monoenergetic source with good accuracy, In 
many clinical studies, contrast agents such as iodine 
are introduced in an invasive fashion. Much of our 
research has emphasized the measurement of low levels 
of iodine to facilitate non-invasive studies. Further 
improvement of the sensitivity in iodine detection will 
allow organs such as the thyroid to be Imaged without 
deleterious ef feet, 
reported by Kelcz 

Many pione;r$ng studies have been 
and Mistretta ’ in this area, The 

detection and measurement of iodine is greatly facili- 
tated by the abrupt change in its absorption coeffi- 
cient about the K-edge, since other materials, e.g., 
bone or soft tissue exhibit smooth attenuation coeffl- 
cient functions over this energy region, Narrow band 
x-ray spectra just above and below the iodine K-edge 
were used for iodine detection by a subtraction tech- 
nique, These energies were also found to be optimal as 
discussed in Part I.1 

In this paper, iodine measurements in the presence 
of both one and two materials are first studied using 
a Ge(Li) semiconductor detector with radiation obtained 
by filtering the Bremsstrahlung radiation through an 
iodine and cerium filter. As an extension of our re- 
search, the standard film-screen system is also inves- 
tigated. We have also attempted to obtain processed 
separate Images of bone and water in a phantom by using 
gadollnium and molybdenum as our spectra filters, The 
filtering of these two elements enabled us to calculate 
the amount of bone and soft tissue with reasonable 
accuracy. 

In the bone-water separation study, two different 
approaches were used: a double-voltage scheme spectra 
and a single-voltage scheme. Two radiographs were 
processed for each measurement scheme and the bone and 
water content was calculated from the measured densi- 
ties. To enable the process to be completed in one 
single exposure, a grating technique is used where only 
one radiograph is required. 

Measurement System 

Iodine Detection with Ge(L1) Semiconductor Detector 

Experimental Set-Up, The experimental set-up is 
depicted in Fig, 1. In the iodine measurement experl- 
ment, filters made of either a solution of cerium 

Calculations. When an x-ray beam with spectrum 
I(x,y,tj) is passed through a filter having a trans- 
mission F(x,y,b) and a phantom having a transmission 
G(x,y,&,) as in Fig. 2, the transmitted intensity at 
coordinate (x,y) on the detector is given by 

6 6 

T(x,y) = ~p’r(x,y,fi)dF. = SPr(x,y,~)F(x,y,~)G(x,y,F)d6 
0 0 (1) 

where 6 
P 

is the maximum energy of the x-ray beam, 

When the radiation source is effectively a point 
and the coordinate (x,y> is relatively small, I(x,y) 
can be usually considered constant and so I(X,Y,G) - 
I(E). By using certain filters, as shown in reference 
4, the broad-band Bremsstrahlung radiation can be fil- 
tered to obtain pseudo-monoenergetic radiation, so that 

h 

where & Is the effective energy of the pseudo-mono- 
energetic radiation. 

For a phantom containing iodine, water and bone 
with attenuation coefficients p (6), I-I (Fo), 
amounts Z I’ ‘W’ ‘B respect ivel$ , equa!ion (3 (!lnazz 
written as 

0 
I:i(~-~).exp[-~I(~)ZI(x,y)-IIH’(B)ZW(x,y)-~B(~~)Z~(x,y)]d~ 

= I expI-uI(~)ZI(x,y)-~w(~)ZW(x~y)-UA(a)ZB(x~y) 1 
(3) 

Using monoenergetic radiation at two energies, we have 

pIHZI + uWH W ’ + uBHZB = Rn (IH/TH) 

u IL’I + I-IWL’W + ‘BLZB = .E n( IL/TL) 

where the subscripts H and L denote the higher and 
lower energies just above 2nd below the iodine K-edge. 
We have also dropped the G and x,y in the function- 
al notation of p and Z for clarity. 

If either 2 is zero, a direct inversion 
of equation (4) w de the amount of iodine, 
When three materials are present, it becomes impossible 
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to solve for ZI, ZW and ZB. However, equation (4) 
can be rewritten as 

[:I; yjz = [::;;:;:;:I t ? (5) 

5 = iZB :izj and ~=[@-~:. -:;I; 
are error terms, 

Since the iodine K-edge lies between the two 
energies 6 L 

and S 
H’ 

IJ.I~ is very different from 

‘IH’ 
The attenuation coefficients of water and bone 

are smooth functions in this region so that, depending 
on the accuracy desi red, we can adopt the approxima- 
tion that pWL 2 pWH, @BL g vBH with the term $J 

approaching zero. Equation (5) therefore can be solved 
for ZI and [ZB + (pwd~BH)ZW ) using the two-photon 

technique. Thus iodine can be measured with reasonable 
accuracy by just two energies in such a three compo- 
nent system. 

Iodine Detection and Separation of Bone and Soft Tissue 
with Film-Screen Systems 

tection scheme were used while gadolinium and molybdenum 

Experimental Set-Up. 

filters were used for the purpose of separating soft 

Figure 3 is the conventional 
film-screen system where a bucky grid has been included 
to reduce the effects of undesirable scattered radia- 

tissue and bone, 

tion from the phantom. For iodine detection, the same 
cerium and iodine filters as used in the previous de- 

By taking two radiographs at energies at 6L and 
respectively, we arrive at the following equations 

to equation (4) as given by 

IJ’IHZI+ IJ’W’H’W-+ ~BH~B = 
(AH+yHloqo~,IHt NH 

rH1’glOe 

(10) 

p*LzI+ pwLzw+ +BLzB = 

(AL+rLlwlOr\LILt ML 

Ypgloe 

If only soft tissue and bone are present equation (10) 
becomes 

PwHZw+ WBHZB = 
(AHtyHlogIO$IHt)-DE 

YHloglOe 

(11) 

kwLzwc lBLZB = 

(AL+rLloglO?LILt)-DL 

?pg~()e 

Equation (11) is used to provide separate images of 
soft tissue and bone, 

Experimental Results 

Measurements with Ge(L1) Semiconductor Detector 

Experiments were first performed to examine the 
various properties of the filtered spectra, Figure 5 
shows the filtered Bremsstrahlung spectra obtained by 

Based on spectral studies, the effective attenua- 

a multichannel analyzer, 

tion coefficient was calculated using the relation 

The KVP of 52.5 KV was chosen 
to produce “clean” spectra, Higher KVP invariably 
produced a hump at the higher energies whereas lower 
KVP provided reduced intensity, Iodine and cerium were 
used as filters since they provide optimal energies-l 

Analysis, When a film-screen system is used as 
the detector, the resultant exposure E on the film 
can be defined as 

E = 19’t (6) 

where t is the time of exposure and 4 is the inten- 
sity of the fluorescent light which is related to the 
transmitted x-ray intensity T(x,y) in equation (3) by 

(12) 

The filtered radiation la passed through various 
thlcknesaes of Iodine, water or bone, as shown in Fig. 6 
for the case of water, The calculated p’s are plotted 
in Fig. 7 and show essentially no variations with re- 
spect to the amount of material present, These data 
confirmed the analysis that the filtered radiation can 
be considered monoenergetic.l 

19 = rl(&>*T (7) 
To test the accuracy of the effective attenuation 

coefficients, they were used to calculate the amount of 
water or bone alone in one of the experiments, The 
results shown in Fig. 8 are surprisingly good with 
errors of 2%. 

where ~(6) Is the 
screen-f llm system. 

energy-dependent efficiency of the 

The photographic density D of the developed radio- 
graph is plotted against the logarithm of E In the H 
and D curve [5]. A typical H and D curve is 
shown in Fig. 4. The linear portion of the curve can 
be approximated by 

D = A(&) t y(F)loglO(E) (8) 

where y(c), the slope of the linear portion and A(&), 
the Y-intercept. These were experimentally found to be 

With the effective attenuation coefficients found, 
an experiment was performed with two materials using 
the two-photon technique. Figure 9 depicts the result 
obtained with iodine and water present. 

Iodine Measurement Error Caused by Bone 

The vector 2 in equation (5) is given by 
functions of the x-ray energy. 

From equations (3), (6)) (7) and (8) we have 

D(hG,x,y) = A(~)t(r(~)log,,(~(~)*I.t)-~(~).log10 

l [+p’Y) 

%L ‘BL 

‘IH ‘BH 

-z . 
I 

Z 
B 

Z W * , 

te I (13) 
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The matrix B-1 
the best solu?ion 

and vector 2 
for Z, since 

can be optimized 
an exact solution 

1 

is not possible. It is also obvious that the optimal 
values for B_-’ and e will depend on the ranges of 
iodine , bone and water*: To demonstrate the efficacy of 
such an approach, we have simulated the calculations 
for ZI for a reasonable range of values, namely 
0 2 Zw ~2 20 cm. The attenuation coefficients used were 

those found in the experiment, and B, 
-1 and e were 

optimized by a least square method. The resul?s are 
plotted in Fig, 10 where we lumped ZB, ZW into 

[ZB+($,&BH)ZW] to satisfy the plot. It can be seen 

that the inaccuracies in ZI depend on the amount of 
bone and water. 

Separation of Bone and Soft Tissue Using Film-Screen 
as the Detector 

Dual Voltage Scheme, The spectra used were a 65 
KVP spectrum filtered by 0.015” of gadolinium shown in 
Fig. 12 and a 110 KVP spectrum filtered by 0.035” of 
molybdenum shown in Fig, 13. The first spectrum has an 
average energy of about 47 kev and the second one at 
80 kev. These were considered near optimal in our pre- 
vious paper’ for bone and soft tissue measurements. 

To study the assumption of the linearity of the H 
and D curve in deriving equations (lo), (11) two 
experiments at low and high energies were performed 
with the resultant photographic densities plotted in 
Figs. 14 and 15. The linearity of the result indicated 
the validity of equation (11). The calculated amounts 
of bone and water from experimental data were depicted 
in Fig, 16 showing reasonably good accuracy. 

Single Voltage Scheme, A 110 KVP spectra’ fil- 
tered by 0.015” of gadolinium, shown in Fig. 17, was 
used along with the previous high energy spectrum at 
110 KVP using molybdenum. The gadolinium spectrum 
was composed of both the high-energy and low-energy 
components. The high energy portion effectively maitch- 
ed the molybdenum spectrum as was verified earlier, 
Following the same derivation and using the monoener- 
getic approximation, the transmission for the gadolin- 
ium filtered spectrum, T 

g’ 
can be written as 

Tg(x,~) = IH(exp[-l$(~H)zn(x,y)-~~(~H)ZW(X’Y) 

+ ‘L @xP[-~,(~,)z,(x,Y)-u,(GL)ZW(X’Y)ll. (14) 
IH 

The photographic density on the film D 
g 

produced by 
T 

g’ 
is given by 

-I-(WHZ"(X,Y)l+ 2 exp[-~BLZB(x,4')-~WLZW(X'Y)lJ , (15) 
H 

where A 
g 

and y 
g 

are the effective system constants 

for the gadolinium-filtered spectrum, In exposing 
the film, x-ray photons of energies FL and gH both 
contributed. 

The density on the film exposed by molybdenum 
filtered radiation was of the same form as in equation 
(9). The spectrum had about the same intensity 
the high energy part of the gadolinium-filtered 

IH as 

spectrum as given by 

(16) 
Radiographs exposed by each of the two spectra 

were then obtained using the same phantom as in the dua 
voltage scheme. Equations (15) and (16) were used to 
calculate the amount of bone and water, The results 
are plotted in Fig, 18 and are similar to those obtain- 
ed from the dual voltage scheme. 

In experiments involving film-screen systems, both 
water wedges and aluminum wedges were used in each 
radiograph to provide normalization and calibration so 
as to find the required A and y values. 

Applications and Limitations of the Film-Screen System 

The equipment used for the experiments were units 
in general use in the Stanford Medical Center. The 
x-ray unit used a Phillips x-ray tube and the films 
were developed by a Kodak x-omat automatic processor 
used at the Stanford Clinic, No modifications were 
made in the equipment to ensure a stable environment 
and consequently several major noise sources were pre- 
sent. Some of these include: 

1. x-ray intensity and spectral variations caused 
by the instability of the x-ray electrical 
power supply: 

2, spatial variation of the x-ray intensity; 

3. variations in the density values of the films 
caused by the unstable processing environment; 
and 

4. noise such as screen mottle and film grain. 

Because of the multiple error sources, choice of 
the x-ray energies and filters were based on the analy- 
sis in Part I of this series of papers, 

The power supply used in the experiment was not 
regulated and often suffered from fluctuations of the 
line voltage, The intensities and spectrum of the 
x-rays fluctuated as a consequence. The spectral fluc- 
tuations presumably had more severe effects since they 
altered the effective energies of the filtered radia- 
tion, especially at the higher energy band. In the 
experiment, relatively long exposure times of the order 
of one minute were used. The heavy filtration used 
to obtain the narrow x-ray beam also results in longer 
exposure times. 

As far as the measurement errors caused by (2) 
and (3) are concerned, two-dimensional error functions 
can be stored and used to correct the data. Quantum 
mottle will set the ultimate limit on the measurement 
accuracy, 

For stability considerations and rapid studies 
it will be helpful if the two exposures can be made 
simultaneously. A technique which raises a grating 
structure between the x-ray source and the subject has 
been studied. ’ This grating structure contains alter- 
nate strips of the filtering materials, i.e. , gadolin- 
ium and molybdenum or cerium and iodine, and can be 
used to filter the source radiation as shown in Fig. 19. 
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The deve 
8 

oped film Is then electronically scanned and 3, Kelcz, F, , C,A, Mistretta, S. J. Riederer, “Spectral 
decoded, For real time Imaging, a fluoroscope can Consideration for Absorption-Edge Fluoroscopy,’ 
be used with the intensity read out by a raster scan, Med. Phys. , Vol. 4, No. 1, pp. 26-35, Jan/Feb 1977. 
This is planned for our future studies. 4. Chan, J. L.-H., R.E. Alvarez, A. Macovski, “Mea- 

Summary 
surement of Soft Tissue Overlying Bone Utilizing 
Broad Band Energy Spectrum Techniques,” IEEE Trans. 

We have ehown that reasonably accurate measurements 
on Nut. Sci., Vol. NS-23, No, 1, pp. 551-554, 

of Iodine in soft tissue and bone can be made using 
Feb. 1976. 

only two spectra. This technique will facilitate the 5, Mees, C,E. and T, Haames, Theory of the Photographic 
non-invasive measurement of iodine in patients. The Process, 3rd ed., MacMillan Books, 1966, 
system has been implemented using a screen-film detec- 
tor. Bone and soft tissue separation can be achieved 

6, Cleare H M H.R. Splettstosser and H.E. Seemann, 

with the same general techniques. 
“An EAer;miAtal Study of the Mottle Produced by 
X-Ray Intensifying Screens,” Amer. J, of Roent, Rad. 
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Fig. 1 General Experimental Setup for Using Semi- 
conductor Detector. 
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Fig. 4 The H & D Curve of Photographic Film 
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Fig. 5 Filtered Bremsstrahlung Spectra Used In the Experiment. 
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Fig. 6 Iodine Filtered Spectrum Which has Passed Through lcm, 3cm, and 5cm of Water. 
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Fig. 19 Measurements of Bone and Soft Tissue Using a 
Grating Structure. 
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